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Rob H

on
03/31/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great little compact carry. Has performed great for many years now. 











Kenneth W

on
04/07/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun and the price was great. Buds is great with their services. 











Michael B

on
03/01/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Thanks Bud's you have always came across with good price and great quality, Love the pistol shoots good,zero problems with about 300 rds through it 











Terikazu O

on
12/24/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I just got the 140 today and the entire process was completely seamless. Even with all the Christmas demands, Buds really came through and made this process even easier than going to walmart. The pistol was at the FFL dealer in 4 days. I have not gotten to shoot the gun yet, but will post a review as soon as i get to. Thanks for everything Buds! 











Crystal C

on
11/17/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun fast shipping Happy happy 











Andrew L

on
11/03/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun I have put over 750 rounds through it now and not had a jam yet. 500 rounds was cheap reload ammo and it eat them up. 











John G

on
09/16/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent gun for the price, only shot 30 rounds through it with no problems. I like the feel look and performance! Ordered a third magazine but it was the wrong one, not for the millenium pro although it almost looks identical and fits but doesn't lock into place. Just gotta get used to the short barrel recoil! 











Mark B

on
09/11/2012




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










Bought this weapon a couple of weeks ago and was not able to get to the range. Went shooting today and was not able to finish a mag without it dropping out of the well on its own. Thought it was my grip but according to the Taurus Forum it is a huge issue with the MilPro line. Taurus states they are aware of it and say it is a magazine issue or magazine release issue. This is my CCW so creates a huge problem. Other than that Buds was great. Will probably be purchasing what I should have purchased initially from buds an XD. Stay away from this Gun! Go to Taurus Forums problems with their other weapon lines as well. 











Michael M

on
08/29/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The gun was a great price and I love it. I haven't had the chance to put many rounds thorugh it but I haven't had any issues and Buds had good service and everything looks great. Thanks and I will for sure be buying again very soon. 











Robert S

on
08/21/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I love this gun it shots great, But i hate the sights. Your ad said 3 DOT sights and I got the Heinie sights. I have shot them before and never liked them BECAUSE you have to cover your target. I replaced them right away with Fiber optics from Williams. I told my son and son-in-law about this .40, great gun but I wish they had the 3 DOT sights you advertise. Should have returned it to you but I thought it was coming with the Heinie sights so I wasn't realy surprised. Gin shot great with other sights. I will order again from Buds. Waiting for the S&W M&P 9mm Sheild. 











Christopher S

on
07/17/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










great gun, fast shipping. 











Randy M

on
03/31/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










very nice feeling gun that shoots very well! very happy with overall purchase fast shipping as well! 5/5!!! 











David K

on
02/21/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










RANGE REPORT I have owned a factory replacement for over a year now and i have to say that these are good little pistols, took it to the range yesterday and ran 200 rounds PMC bronze without any FTF, the new version of this weapon is very reliable. 











Donald L

on
02/05/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This has been a fantastic gun. I've now shot over 500 rounds through this gun and have had very few problems. I had a few jams using cheap Russian steel casing ammo but since switching to Winchester ammo no problems. I like the size and feel of the gun in my hand. The accurracy is very good as long as I'm shooting correctly. I was concerned that the recoil might be a problem in such a little gun, but it's turned out to be no problem. This is a great little carry gun. Taurus makes a good quality gun at an excellent price. I will probably buy another in the future. Buying from Buds was excellent! The price could not be beat and delivery was very fast. I asked a number of questions and they answered all promptly. After ordering the gun they kept me fully informed of the purchase status. I will definately make more purchases from Buds. 











David K

on
08/29/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Range Update. I put about 200 rounds of Remi -180 Grain MC ammo down range with not one FTF or malfunction. At 21 feet is was easy to keep in the 8 ring and I am very pleased with its performance. 











David K

on
04/16/2010




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I got a replacement weapon from Taurus a week ago. It took them 2 months and although the staff was very rude I am happy with the weapon they sent back. The problem with some of these weapons is that first generation is garbage, the 3rd generation weapons are of much better quality and build. The difference is night and day and to be frank had I been sent the updated version of this weapon I would not have one bad thing to say about Taurus. I think this is an issue of thousands of crap PT-140's floating around that nobody wants to take responsibility for. They were going to send the same weapon back but I filed a report with the BBB and Taurus did the right thing. If the 4th character of the serial number is less than 8 you got a crap weapon, if it’s 9 or greater you will probably be happy with what you got. 











Damon H

on
03/10/2010




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










I ordered this for my wife about a month ago and its on its way back to Taurus right now . The gun for the most part seems to be of good quality but unfortunately it was shooting about 8-10 inches low at 21 feet . My local gun dealer was kind enough to take care of all the formalities of shipping and recieving for the necessary repairs . Luckily Taurus has a lifetime warranty and that was a big reason i chose to make this purchase . Yeah , its a cheaper gun , but your covered for life so other than a bit of inconvenience , im not to disappointed . No jams or any other firing problems after about 400 rounds . Its fairly easy to break down and has a nice fit for smaller hands . Cant testify to its accuracy yet but im confident that once its repaired it should be fine . Buds offers the best prices by far , and made ordering a gun on-line easy and painless . I give the PT140 Pro three stars ( five , if I wouldnt have had the accuracy issue ) and Buds gets five stars because I cant give them six . 











David K

on
02/12/2010




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










I bought this gun from Buds a few days ago with a Doublestar AR which I am very happy with, I hate to say this but this gun is garbage. The slide was full of areas where they drilled a little bit by mistake and the frame is very cheap feeling and just really low quality. If you take it apart to clean it, you can forget about putting back together, it locks up and talking to Taurus customer service was horrible, they hung up on me 3 times "by accident" I am a Veteran, I have no problems with the 92F, M4, M60 or SAW Taurus is sending me a box to return it and I am told they take up to 3 months to "fix it". I am stuck because i can not in good faith sell this to someone, it would probably fail to fire too. If want a gun that you will have to send back and wait months and months for "repair" then buy this one, if not don’t be an idiot like me, spend a little more and get a gun that was not made by someone high on drugs. I have no beef with Buds, the gun was new as they promised, its Taurus who makes garbage, there should be a class action against them. 











Scott C

on
12/15/2009




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I ordered this in Dec of 2009. It was received with a significant coating of gun grease from the shipment from Brazil, so clean before you try it out. Some speculate that the negative reviews of quality and reliability can be due to the gummy grease these guns are packed in for shipment. Make your own decision. I bought a Taurus for value and to have a gun I did not feel I had to baby in the field, which is where this gun is destined. I am not a super gun-guy. I have owned a Sig P232, Springfield XD40 and a small .22 Beretta. I am mostly comparing this firearm to the XD40, Tactical. Weighing the options for a small, lightweight carry gun for my outdoor activities I settled on the Taurus Millennium Pro. Bud’s Guns price help me make up my mind. I don’t want to backpack with my best or heaviest gun, and where I live it Is not the animals I fear, it is the humans. All in all I found this firearm to be pretty accurate. At 25 yards, they all made it on the paper, which is all I am asking for at that range. At 7 yards, this was a surprisingly accurate little gun. I shot about 100 rounds of cheap wolf ammo without one issue. The gun performed flawlessly. I like the safety and the bright orange on the magazine that quickly identifies the gun as empty at a glance (if the open slide did not clue you in first…). The DOA trigger pull is fine and the sights that everybody complain about…? Quit whining! It is easy to line up two dots and you still have the traditional 2 in 1 sight system going for it. I liked the sights. Ergonomics could use a little work. I have medium sized hands, and the magazine release cannot be operated with one hand. My palm gets in the way of the magazine. The slide release is easy to manipulate form me, but my wife cannot operate this as her thumb does not quite reach. The ergonomics could use some work, but what do you expect for $350?!?! I would say, a good value and worth the purchase. This gun is not the best out there, but the surprising accuracy, reliability make it a great little gun. I have found my backpacking gun and this is it. A big .40 SW in a little package. Thanks Bud! 











Borin A

on
05/29/2009




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This gun was out of stock when I wanted to buy it so i decided to go to my local gun shop and i paid 469.95!!!!! plus tax it was well over $500!!!.. I feel like i just been robbed, jipped, etc. Budsgunshop is the place to buy dirt cheap guns and there brand new too! I fired over 200 rounds of 165 grain and 180 grain, no jams, no nothing. Took awhile to get use to the long trigger pull, didnt like it at first but im loving it cuz i can aim and pull the trigger half way then fire. not that much accessories for this piece so basically what you see is what you get. By the way this is my first handgun so im pretty satistfied with the choice i made. The only complaint i have with this gun is that the magazine only holds 10+1 but I guess cuz its a small concealed piece. For those of you reading this Pick this gun up, its a steal for this price!! 











Aaron R

on
02/25/2009




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Got mine in Dec. Have had about 400 rounds through it with various brands of ammo. No jams/stove pipes etc.. This pistol fits my hand much better than a Glock 27, which is all in personal preference. I for one, have never liked the grips on the Glocks. Took me a while to get used to the initial long trigger action but love it now. Small and light which make it a great concealment gun. Very good gun at a reasonable price. 











James R

on
05/02/2008




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Got my PT-140 and love it nice and small and easy to pack. Shot about 100 rounds so far no problems and good pattern. Very happy with this pistol and use it for carry. I have read bad reviews from other bogs on this weapon, but so far mine has preformed. Thanks Buds for another great sale and happy customer!!!! 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat

Ask the Community
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